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In This Issue
This issue is devoted to the theme "Perestroika and Religion in the Soviet Union." It is
de dic ated to the celebration of the Millennium of the Baptism of Kievan Rus'. In accord w ith th e

editorial perimeters of OPREE we are not devoting articles to the historical issues but rather to
contemporary issues affecting religion i the Soviet Union in the millennia! year. The confluence
of developments marks this millennium year not merely as a celebration of an impressive
.

historical past, but provides some signs that potentially important changes may be taking place in

the Soviet Union even in regard to religious liberties. Regretfully, some articles which comprise
the unit on perestroika and religion will be published in the next issue due to the technical
limitations of our production process which limits each issue to about 50 pages. The editor's own
analysis of that subject based on a recent trip to the Soviet Union is being delayed for that reason,

though it provides still another angle for evaluating the present situation.
Quite deliberately the articles chosen for this issue are not in agreement with each other

about the impact of perestroika on religion.
The first article expresses skepticism but not hopelessness about the prospects which
perestroika and glasnost provide for religious life. It was written by a well known Russian
Orthodox layman, the religious liberties activist and dissenter, Alexander Ogorodnikov. The article
was a p art of a 200 page single spaced manuscript, samizdat, written in February

1988, which

details the current challenges and persecutions.
The second article is by Dr. Wieland Zadcmach, who from a distance assesses more

hopefully the interaction of the official Russian Orthodox theology of peace and the current Soviet
Marxist sociological evaluation of religion. His piece is an excerpt from his booklet, Glasnost und
Perestroika-Hoffnung ju er die Welt? It is anticipated that another segment of this work will

appear in OPREE at a later date.
The third article, "The Soviet S tate and Religion," is from a press release based on the

Soviet Communist Party theoretical journal, Kommunist. It represents official Marxi st thi nking
of the role of religion and atheism in the USSR.
The issue continues with three remarkable documents emanating from the circle of

religious dissenters. They represent attempts to communicate with high ecclesiastical and party
leaders about the need to fundamentally restructure the existing church-state relations reflected in
oppressive laws, persecution, and other discriminative practices. The massive renewal of interest in
religion coupled with liberalizing tendencies of Gorbachev's rule provide new opportun itie s for

building a healthier climate in which human rights, including religious liberties, may be respected
to a greater degree than in the past.
The last article, by Clarke Chapman, is an analytic report of a Christian-Marxist dialogue
which took place in Budapest, Hungary, in the middle of June

1988, among a group of Hungarian

and American scholars. The theme of the conference was "Changes in the Evaluation of Religion
and the Churches in the Last Decade in Hungary and the U.S.A."
I w�sh to express thanks to the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at
Ursinus College, Collegeville, PA, for help in processing this and the last issue.

Paul Mojzes, Editor
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